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Modern methods for modulation in the 1950’s typically used the grid control in a triode or pentode
valve, but prior to the development of thermionic triodes in 1917, there were other methods for
modulation, including plasma diodes, some of which may have been employed by Rife.
A number of diagrams are attached in no particular order
This article proposes some circuit ideas that could have allowed Rife to control the repetition rate of the
spark discharge from an adapted Tesla coil diathermy unit. I have read that normally, the discharge
timing is uneven and somewhat random. It should be noted that only a limited range of repetition
frequencies could be used, approximately matching the Tau value of the Tesla circuit, i.e. the within
natural range of typical discharge spacings. The Tau value itself might be adjustable to some degree by
tweaking the tank circuit coil and cap adjustments
One of the diagrams illustrates how 200 V pp AC offset with 150 V DC can force a gas tube into
periodic switching from conductive to non-conductive states, assuming gas characteristics of 200 V
breakdown Voltage and 150 V drop-out voltage. It should also be noted that gas tubes act as voltage
regulators, and in this case after a brief Townsend discharge, the Voltage is held down to 200 V. During
the brief Townsend discharge or current avalanche, the Voltage may run higher. In this case, the full
initial Voltage of the spark discharge manifests across the dipole gap for a brief period, before being
throttled down after plasma current becomes established.
The first triode was developed in 1916 by Lee deForest. It used a grid to modulate the main current, but
the device was a gas plasma tube. A year later, somebody else adapted the grid construction inside a
thermionic vacuum triode device, so deForest’s idea never became popular. In the years before 1916,
there would probably have been some attempts to create modulated signals using external plates instead
of internal grids. The most effective design might have used the double-bubble gas tube construction
with an external central collar connected to the modulation signal. This configuration placed the collar
close to the plasma current flow. Another approach to modulation is to use a third internal electrode,
perhaps using historical three-electrode tubes that were also used for X-rays (but using different gas
pressure, and different wiring connections). Another suitable custom design was recently created by
Bill Cheb using a central third electrode. (For additonal sketches, see also
https://www.rifeforum.com/forum/threads/8345-Zinger-tubes-inspired-from-deForest-gas-tube-triodes
).
One of the diagrams shows a four-electrode gas tube idea that acts as a timed switch or rectifier.
Provided the repetition rate matches within the natural range of the Tesla tuned circuit, it is hoped that
the spark is encouraged to discharge on the onset of the conductive cycle. In one diagram, the Rife Ray
output tube is separate from the four-electrode rectifier gas tube. It is assumed that other devices
previously mentioned could similarly act to achieve rectified switching. It may be possible to use a
single tube that combines DC offset, sine signal, and spark discharge all in a single tube with 2, 3 or 4
electrodes, but I prefer a separate rectifier gas tube.
The output of the Kennedy oscillators is assumed to be modest at 0.1 V to 1.0 V. Various ideas are
illustrated for circuits that can convert the sine signal to suitably high voltages. Some of these ideas use

vacuum triode amplifiers shown here with a nominal gain of 4 X each. Step-up transformers can also
be used. It is assumed that a cascade of transformers can deliver high voltage, but the available current
and Coulomb charge would be extremely low, so amplifiers are also required. However, if Rife or
deForrest were working on electronics prototypes prior to 1917, they may have been interested in using
plasma tube modulation or rectification as a kind of amplifier to supplement the step-up transformers.
Some of the diagrams show a 600 V modulation signal instead of 150 V, because it is assumed that
non-grid devices with external elements have inefficient ability to throttle down the 200 V AC main
current.
The double-bubble gas tube designs were probably available, and some are seen in Rife’s photos. Some
people have argued that these were structurally stronger than large single spheres, but certainly they
would be convenient to adapt as modulator tubes.
Most Rife researchers assume Rife had some technology that was medically useful, so the new research
should copy his methods. A skeptical researcher might assume that frequency therapy might be useful,
but also assume Rife might have been unable to actually achieve “resonant shattering”, despite the
claims that were made. So the free-thinker is under no obligation to copy Rife. Rife is thought to have
had some inspiration from the Abram’s pendulum dead-beat oscillator (but not the later radionics
designs, and probably not Fred Hart’s oscilloclast c. 1934 either). Abrams used a pendulum passing
through a coil connected to a tuned resonant circuit, so the HF output was pulsed at the pendulum rate.
After the invention of thermionic valves etc, it is argued that Rife tried to adapt a similar concept to
new technology, and to investigate pulsing frequencies that were higher than the pendulum, but still
lower than the tuned resonant circuit.
It is thought that early Rife circuits used an adapted diathermy device, which had a tuned circuit Tesla
coil and a spark gap, and discharging into a gas plasma tube. One concept assumes that a separate sine
wave was also input to the tube, however the exact circuit is unknown. One assumption was that this
sine source alone was too weak to be able to sustain plasma conduction. A competing assumption was
that the only function of the spark gap was to create plasma to allow the sine source current to pass, and
thus to cause the tube to emit at the slower frequency. Another possibility is that a DC source was
connected to effectively offset the sine source. Because the Abrams concept assumed the HF pulse was
bio-active, some people feel that the spark gap was the most important feature.
Rife’s ouput choices were limited to coil output, or e-fields delivered to an antenna, or to a dipole gap.
Plasma tubes were convenient because they offered a controlled load but still could affect the space
around the tube. The dipole gap could be small which allowed the local near-field to be much more
intense than from a large antenna.
John Crane taught that Rife believed the onset spikes shown in the Rife Ray oscilloscope traces were
vital for “virus busting”. However this really is an opinion originating from Abram’s opinion, and may
have not yet demonstrated proof-in-principle.
In some of Rife’s later designs after spark gap generators were abandoned, onset spike was still present
due to capacitor discharge on pulse onset. It may be that plasma responds to pulse onset with a time
delay, even when many gas ions are present. However the issue about how gas ion population affects
pulse onset is unclear. In theory, designers could attempt to reduce the population density of gas ions
during the off-phase, e.g. using DC offset to cause migration to the cathode (“active de-ionization
concept”). But in practise none of the modern designs have bothered with this idea, and it may be
unnecessary.

We might speculate that if Rife abandoned spark gap generators, then they are not necessary or useful.
The knowledge of the paradigm of dielectric force (DEP) might suggest sine waves in the appropriate
frequency windows can be used to cause adhesion or “agglutination” or clumping of various particles.
DEP theory does not require resonant frequencies, and it does not require onset spikes, square waves,
or harmonics.
It may be that the evolution of Rife’s electronic designs was always somewhat chaotic, since Rife
usually hired electronic engineers for these projects, and he had to “go with the flow” of his
collaborators ideas. Hoyland was hired in 1934 or earlier, and it is assumed his task was to adapt
emerging electronics such as new pentode valves and new amp circuits. A lot happened at Hewlett
Packard in a short few years. Nobody would have been able to predict in 1933 what would be coming
down the pipeline in the next few years. Also, Hoyland’s employer was not Rife, but rather Johnston.
Although Rife had the honorary title of Senior Scientist, Johnston may have been inclined to give
Hoyland freedom to develop his own ideas.
I have speculated that Rife’s original instruction to Hoyland was a design that superimposed a lower
frequency sine signal with an RF carrier (not AM). But Hoyland may have challenged Rife on this idea.
Although it was suitable for exposure of specimens on microscope slides, Hoyland may have reasoned
that when samples in vials were buried deep inside meat, the low frequency component would be lost
via attenuation. Like many leaders in science, Rife may have been blind to some predictable problems,
or stubborn in resisting fresh ideas. Assuming that Johnston observed Rife to be proved wrong on that
account, Hoyland would have earned Johnson’s confidence.
It is assumed that signals able to penetrate deep into flesh were required in new designs, and that
Hoyland was trusted to achieve this. The next most obvious choices were AM schemes similar to
Rife/Bare devices, or the more obscure idea of heterodyning two penetrating radio waves to produce
the desired lower frequency deep inside tissue (see hrife.com). Crane produced a sketch indicating a
circuit with two separate RF signals and amps (Gruner circuit), but on the other hand, all his other
archives only use the term “amplitude modulation”, so the Gruner concept has been largely ignored.
There seems to be no other evidence for the heterodyning method, and there is still almost no interest
by modern researchers to develop it.
As we know, Hoyland went on to develop circuits that Rife either objected to or (according to some
opinions) perhaps didnt understand (I doubt that). Even though the Beam Rays 1939 multiple sideband
design was innovative, elegant, low-cost and portable, we dont know that it ever achieved proof-inprinciple of medical efficacy. Crane taught that some of the earlier designs of 1934-36 had been tested
in Johnston’s clinical trials for cancer, but it is not clear (to me anyway) exactly what the designs were.
Despite the claims that 16 cancer cases were successfully treated, there are no available archived
reports, and probably there was no follow-up for survival time. Crane admitted that one patient died
soon after treatment of internal hemorrhage. That alone might have caused the cancer trial to finish up.
We still dont know if any of the old or modern Rife designs are medically useful. We dont really know
whether spikes are important, or whether harmonics are important, or what frequencies are effective,
despite the existence of many frequency lists. However some published research have emerged in
recent years that specific modulation frequencies in non-Rife devices were effective at killing various
cancer cells at low power (Pasche et al). The frequencies were established using Biofeedback
innovations and referenced to large patient groups with specific cancer types. Also monofrequency in
the 100kHz to 300 kHz range was demonstrated to inhibit cancer cell replication. These non-Rife
technologies did not require either spikes nor harmonics, and plasma tubes were not employed.

Despite the enthusiasm since 2013 about the Hoyland concept, the devices in plasma mode are
unsuitable for use outside a Faraday cage due to interference emissions. Some web articles discuss the
idea that individual RF sidebands are Rife frequencies. However most articles fail to explain that the
sidebands interfere to regenerate the modulation frequency harmonic set. I have pointed out that this set
interacts to regenerate the fundamental. In this sense, they may in fact be similar to Rife/Bare devices
in delivering low frequency components.
One variant of the Hoyland machines is a Scoon re-build prototype of Dan Jensen. He pointed out that
Scoon’s copy of the 1939 device differed in various ways to the AZ-58 and the modern Hoyland
machines. The lack of the orthodox large air cap may result in the target becoming part of the circuit
capacitance more than in the orthodox devices. Jensen also claims that the RF is unstable. This does not
affect tissue receiving the modulation frequency, but it might make the popular new specific-sideband
theory untenable for the 1939 device. In practise, the modern Hoyland machines are used in sweep
mode anyway, to deliver many frequencies. Even though some of the theory is critiqued here, there
may be some unknown tonic benefit from multiple frequencies, similar to the Lakhovsy paradigm.
Also, the Hoyland mode may be more efficient in delivering the embedded modulation, or perhaps the
harmonic content in the mod signal may enhance any bio-active effect in some applications.
………………………………………………………………………
Further reading … “CONCEPT SKETCHES FOR MEDICAL FREQUENCY APPLICATORS” at
http://hrife.com/wp-content/uploads/...rs-text-2e.pdf

